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For Grades K-3

For Grades 4-6

Converting Curriculum to Online Format

Educational videos to accompany the THINK EARTH Curriculum

GAZETTE
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Dinosaurs Continue to Threaten the World!
Every time you ride in a car, turn on a light, or turn up
the heater, a dinosaur is endangering your health, your
planet, and your future!

You’ve probably never thought of dinosaurs as
a threat to today’s world. Yet the dinosaurs that
lived millions of years ago are threatening
the world today. How?
The remains of prehistoric animals
and plants became oil, coal, and
natural gas. These “fossil fuels”
are burned to power cars, heat
buildings, run factories, and
generate electricity to light our
homes and run our appliances.
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Fossil fuels provide approximately
80% of our energy! They power
the world. But burning these
fuels releases tons and tons of
emissions into the air every day.
And these emissions are
polluting our air and also
causing global warming.

CAUSES AND
EFFECTS OF
AIR POLLUTION

GASOLINE

FOSSIL FUELS: CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT THEM...CAN’T BREATHE WITH THEM!

Up,Up...But Not Away

missions – from vehicles, power plants, industries, homes, even
natural sources like fires, volcanos, and decaying plants –
go up into the air. Often you can’t see them, but that doesn’t
mean that they aren’t causing problems.
Air pollution hurts people, plants, animals,
buildings, statues, and fabrics.
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Gases, vapors, smoke,
and particles combine
with each other in sunlight
and mix with oxygen and
moisture to pollute the
air we breathe.

Caused by:
- Carbon dioxide (CO2)
- Other gases – methane, nitrous
oxide, chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs)

Caused by:
- Ozone, which is formed from:
• Nitrogen oxides (NOx)
• Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
• Hydrocarbons (HxCy)
- Carbon monoxide (CO)
- Particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5)

Immediate Effects: Long-Term Effects:
- causes chest pain,
coughing, nausea,
headaches
- stings eyes
- makes breathing
difficult
- increases asthma
attacks
- turns air brown
- decreases visibility
- injures leaves and
stunts plant growth

Emitted gases mix with
water vapor and oxygen
in sunlight to form
water that is “acidic.”
This acidic water falls
to Earth as either rain
or snow or fog.

W a r m i n g

A natural, invisible layer of gases over the Earth traps some
of the sun’s heat that radiates from our planet back into
space. These gases help keep the Earth warm and livable.
But more and more of these gases are being released into
the atmosphere from the activities of humans, so more and
more heat is being trapped. This is increasing the average
temperature on Earth.

- prevents proper lung
development in
children
- increases respiratory
illnesses
- increases risk of cancer
- affects animals’ health
- eats away plaster
- cracks rubber
- corrodes metals
- peels paint and fades color
- damages fabrics
- decreases property values
and tourism
- hurts agriculture

Effects:
- melts glaciers, which could
raise sea levels and flood
coastal areas
- melts polar ice, which polar
bears depend on to live
- disrupts ocean currents, which
changes climate patterns and
affects wildlife
- causes more hurricanes,
tornadoes, and cyclones
worldwide
- changes and harms forests,
crop lands, coral reefs,
and wildlife habitats

Caused by:
- Sulfur oxides
(SOx)
- Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

Effects:
- damages forests and crops
- kills fish and plants
- eats away buildings and
statues
- pollutes water supplies

Each unit focuses on specific content
objectives, but in all units, students
learn the importance of a clean, healthy
environment—air, land, water—and
learn what they can do to “Think Earth,”
meaning:
Conserve natural resources
Reduce waste
Minimize pollution

The 9 Think Earth

®

Curriculum Units
for Preschool through
Middle School
Materials include:
• DVD
• Teacher’s Guide
• Student Information
Sheets and Practices
Exercises
• Pre- and Post-Program
Assessments
• Story Cards
• Resource/Product/Trash Cards
• Home Activity Sheets

The Think Earth Foundation originated
in 1988 to develop and distribute a
comprehensive environmental education
curriculum. Nine instructional units—for
preschool through middle-school—were
developed and have been distributed
free to approximately 40,000 teachers
and their one-million students throughout Southern California.
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The Think Earth® units and
the Foundation have won
many local, state, and
national awards.

The Project

Benefits of Participation

After many years of being used and loved
by teachers and students, the Think Earth®
curriculum needs to be updated—both in
content and format.

The Think Earth Curriculum Conversion Project
is being funded by partners and sponsors.
Organizations that contribute to this project
will derive many benefits:

The Foundation has a plan to revise the
materials and convert the units to a web-based
format, making them available online to all
teachers. The advantages of putting the
Think Earth curriculum online are many.
• Outreach. Production and distribution
costs of print and audio-visual materials
have limited our outreach. With the units
online, any teacher nationwide can access
high-quality environmental education
materials correlated to national standards.
We will be able to reach many more
teachers and students.
• Easy Updates. The curriculum will stay
current—educationally and environmentally—as online materials can be easily
updated, revised, enhanced.
• Appeal. We will make use of current
instructional-based technology in the
revised materials to be more appealing
and more useful to teachers and students.
Our goal is to continue to reach millions
of students with the Think Earth® message,
helping them to acquire the knowledge,
attitudes, and behaviors to make a difference
in our environmental future.

ThinkEarth

• Opportunity to review and provide input on
the environmental content of the updated
units.
• Acknowledgement in each online unit and
on the Think Earth website.
• Opportunity to promote the curriculum
and communicate with teachers through
the organization’s own website.
• Attainment of conservation/environmental
goals through Think Earth Home Surveys
and promotion of Earth-friendly behaviors.
• Opportunity to leverage a contribution
with other organizations’ funds to support
a proven, high-quality, comprehensive
environmental curriculum.

Think Earth Contacts
To learn more about this
project or about the Think
Earth Environmental
Education Foundation,
please email
contact@thinkearth.org or
visit www.thinkearth.org.
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